PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO FISH:
Only Arrowhead Woods property owners, their family and guests, are permitted to fish in Lake Arrowhead and Grass Valley Lake.

PROOF OF OWNERSHIP:
Property owners, their family and guests, must provide proof of Arrowhead Woods property ownership to any ALA employee. Proof includes ALA membership card or copy of grant deed.

ALA FISHING PASS:
One pass per member or APN# is required. The ALA Fishing Pass will NOT be valid without the State required California Fishing License. The pass extends to all family and friends who are associated with the member (limit 10). Fishing Passes must be visible and presented to ALA Patrol staff upon request.

FISHING LICENSE:
A valid State of California Fishing License is required for any person 16 or older and is subject to inspection by a California Fish and Wildlife Warden. Please follow all State fishing rules and regulations.

LIMIT OF FISH:
Any person authorized to fish may NOT take more than five (5) each of trout, catfish or bass in any one day, nor may any person have more than a daily limit in their possession; limit for pan fish (for example Blue Gill or Crappie) is 25. There is no limit on all remaining species of fish including crawdad and crayfish. CAUTION: These rules do not supersede local, County, State or Federal laws.

FLAG:
While fishing from boat or trolling, a 20 inch X 20 inch white flag must be displayed on a 36 inch minimum display pole at least four feet above water while fishing.

LOCATION LIMITATIONS:
Between May 1 and October 1 fishing and trolling are prohibited in certain areas. (Refer to maps attached to flyer)

● Fishing and trolling in the Marina area between the patrol dock and the marina tenant launch ramp within the buoy line is prohibited within 2 weeks after fish stocking at the launch ramp.

FISHING LINES:
Unattended fishing lines in the lake are not permitted.

PROHIBITED:
The introduction of any aquatic animals and/or vegetation into Lake Arrowhead or Grass Valley Lake is prohibited. On all areas of Lake Arrowhead, chumming and or feeding wildlife is prohibited.

VIOLATIONS:
Any violation of rules may result in citation and possible suspension of fishing privileges and/or a fine to be determined by the Lake Safety Committee. Violations committed by family and/or guests are the responsibility of the host ALA property owner.

MODIFICATIONS AND AMENDMENTS:
The Board of Directors may make any modifications and amendments to these fishing rules and regulations as the Board may deem necessary or advisable.
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ALA Marina Restricted Fishing Area

NO FISHING AREA - May 1 through October 1

- Fishing and trolling are prohibited in Marina area inside the buoy line Between, the patrol dock and Kiwi Service Ramp.

- EXCEPTION: On ALA docks A, B and C - Dock slip holders may fish from their own dock and from their boats while in their slip.

FISHING PROHIBITED AT ALL TIMES:
- From the McDonalds dock, Woody’s dock, Museum dock, McKenzie Ski School dock, Tavern Bay Courtesy dock and the Lone Pine Island Courtesy dock.
**McKenzie Ski School Restricted Fishing Area**

**During McKenzie Ski School Hours of Operation, fishing and trolling are prohibited:**
(A) On or from the shoreline between the McKenzie Ski School dock and Village Point.  
(B) Within 100 feet of shore, between the McKenzie Ski School dock and Village Point.  
(C) Within the McKenzie Ski School boat traffic lane buoys.

**FISHING PROHIBITED AT ALL TIMES:**
- From the McDonalds dock, Woody’s dock, Museum dock, McKenzie Ski School dock, Tavern Bay Courtesy dock and the Lone Pine Island Courtesy dock.
NO FISHING AREA - May 1 through October 1

- In the Village Bay, in the area between the shore and the east end of the McKenzie Ski School dock, the Queen dock, Woody’s dock and the east end of the McDonald’s dock including all slips of docks listed.

FISHING PROHIBITED AT ALL TIMES:

- From the McDonalds dock, Woody’s dock, Museum dock, McKenzie Ski School dock, Tavern Bay Courtesy dock and the Lone Pine Island Courtesy dock.